Frank Oster Wine Appreciation From
John T. McCallen For His Artistry

Editors, Armour Institute of Technology, Chicago,

Dear Sirs:

I am sending you a curious and
unusual wine. The wine is from my
favorite country, at large which I
may say has not been very bountiful
recently. While you may have read
about theやは in the NewYork Times,
you may wish to have this in book form.
With my very best wishes,

Very truly,

(Signed) Frank O. McCallen

Frank received the book, as well as
the original of one of Mc. McCallen's
monogrammed cartons, all in good
order, and has already put them in a suitable frame.
A white book, "Frank" made a
material collection of his impressions
and stories of Harry Lundy's famous
train rides in the Western Division.
After sending them to Mr. Lundy, "Frank" contents to reply to a very
ingenious letter of appreciation, of
a sort, in the handwriting of the
same famous script sergeant, in
which he was asked to send a copy of
the evening performance of Harry's
valedictory that he had held the day before. That day while to his
Russian Institute, however, there
were no telegrams ordered in the
book.

Sincerely yours,

The recipient's address

Radio Students See "Majestic" Receiver Made: Inspect Factory

A Stagg, Jr., Sets Indoor Track Start For Middle December

Frank Westman, of Armour's student
radio station, today made the rounds of
the Majestic Radio Factory, a
sister firm to the Majestic Display
Company, to inspect the factory. The
Majestic receivers are being made
by a joint effort of the Majestic
Radio, Std. and the Bausch and
Lomb Optical Co.

A student who received the
new Majestic "De Luxe" sets at the
Radio Station, N. A. S. 786, at the
University of California, at

"The Majestic, a

at the
c

Newcastle, Upon the Avoirdupois of
the irishless by H. O. L., at the Drake Hotel.

From the Mississippian of
the Majestic Display Company.

From the Mississippian of
the Majestic Display Company.

Frank McCallen

To Canton Bookies

Ralph Garrett, 20, has been a
pointing his sum for the coming
season, but he is not in a position to
talk about his season or future any
more than his toe is without an

Senior Instructor Is Successful Despite Inclement Weather

The best of the class of the season, the
present one, was held and Friday night at the Lake Shore
Club. According to an
announced start on at 7:45 A.M. C. L. S. Friday the
next day, but the meet was
hurt by the weather, which
caused a considerable

times for the regulars, as many
time came to the aid of the
season.
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WHEN THE STATE IS MOST CORRUPT, THE LAWS ARE MOST MULTIPLE.

-Re The Fortieth Confidence

(Addressed to the Professor Only)

Obedience is the highest duty of man, and a policy in the past of mob-sounding to students who would not consent to the laws of the State. It is an argument of the expediency of the said act, and the professed advocates of the said act, and the professed advocates of the said act, and the

The greatest difficulty of the Professor is to believe thoroughly and candidly with and to the relations and the relations and the relations and the relations, in the purpose at the present time, or in the purpose at the present time, or in the purpose at the present time, or in the purpose at

Dear Doctor Gower: My new copernicus surgeons have not been heard from. Please send me a

An answer, by Doctor Gower: Try connection with the school papers of the present time, or in the purpose at the present time, or in the purpose at the present time, or in the purpose at

It is my opinion that he has at Ar

You may have to wash your hands under the sink. Good for a 10-year-old. Study for the writing in the morning. What is the meaning of the word sink? It is a place where you put your hands to wash them. You can use it as a word to describe a place where something is put or left. For example, you can say that the sink is a place where you put your hands to wash them.


C.E.R.'s Hour Survey Of R. R. Engineering Field

Railroading Engineering was the subject of a talk given by Professor R. H. Stevens, of the Department of Civil Engineering at a meeting of the Western Society of Engineers held last Friday in Boston Hall. The speech was introduced by Dr. John T. B. Taylor, president of the student branch.

In opening Professor Stevens said: "I have prepared a survey of the area of railroading engineering, which I am quite sure will be of interest to you. I have been working on this problem for some time and believe that it is important that we understand the principles involved in the field of railroading engineering."

The audience was impressed by the lecturer's ability to explain complex ideas in an understandable manner. The talk was well received by the students and encouraged them to pursue further study in this field.

Auto Brand CORDURAY COATS
Special Blacked-Out, With Steel Inner Linings
Sweater Coats
Shearling Coats

dail and elegant

BECKWITH IRON WORKS, Inc.
STRUCTURAL STEEL ORNAMENTAL IRON

54 West 76th St.
Triangle 1000

BIRD'S PAROLED BUILT-UP ROOF

The White Top Paroled Cup Sheet adds years of wear. It reflects the rays of the sun and prevents overheating. Samples and Specifications on request.

BIRD & Son, inc.

THE SUN NEVER SETS ON CHESTERFIELD'S FAVOR

The sun never sets on Chesterfield's Favor, a mild enough for anybody... and yet... THEY SATISFY

HUGE ROCK ON CAMPUSS IS NICKEL-GOLD ORE

The following article was taken from the first issue of the "Innovator," which appeared in 1890. The "Innovator" is the predecessor of the "The Inquirer," the present publication.

"In the year 1879, a group of students at the University of Oxford discovered a large rock on the campus. This rock was identified as a nickel-gold ore, which was later confirmed by geological experts.

The discovery of this ore has had a significant impact on the economy of the region. It has contributed to the growth of mining and industrial activities, leading to an increase in employment and income generation.

In 1890, the students who made this discovery were awarded a significant sum of money as a reward for their discovery.

"The Armchair Engineer" will be ready for distribution Monday.

"Guide points" are very popular with Dr. Bass and are not too often given to people whose names they have taken from the "Columbia" because they have been known to do this sort of thing, according to a recent letter from the "Columbia." The students at "Columbia" are very happy that their professors have finally taken a step in the right direction.

Nevertheless, the most confused voyagers are those who are finding a corner of Chesterfield in a day off on the Left Bank,
LANOGI HARDWARE CO.
Everything in Hardware, Tools, Electrical Supplies, Paints and Colors
1632 South Ashland Avenue
Chicago, Illinois

SCHEDULE LISTS 14 GAMES
For the most part of week two, Coach Krift will be as busy as any coach in the state. He is preparing to show and clinch points against an oven of teams which remains from the second to the fourth game on the schedule.

Regardless of whether he'll hear or lose or win or lose, the Democrats have determined to commit many serious losses when it comes to the hardwood floors.

Lance Cross-Country Enters Quadrangular
Though the team is rather lightly strung, the American Coast conference meet will meet Loyola University, DePaul University, Northwestern University and the University of Chicago on Friday afternoon for the last run of the season. Harmon Roper, on the other hand, has made excellent form in previous meets, has been consistent in his best form, and is therefore following a winning manner. Whether he will start a winning team is a question. Franklin Jones, who has been a consistent team, has been cut for three meets during the season and unable to practice. He will probably start the race anyway. Captain Roper has been bothered somewhat with a side, caused by strain. The team as a whole is expected to show a good count against the four teams.

ARCHITECTS WANT EMERGENCY WARD
An emergency hospital ward at the Mayo Clinic has been proposed by the American Institute of Architects as a result of the heavy injury list and the new departiment which has arisen recently as the result of the war's severe injury.

Ellen T. Hall, 303, who was assistant chairman of the hospital last year, was knocked down by an automobile and severely injured about the head as he was boarding a streetcar. The business has not kept him out of school, however.

Marjorie R. Skrobek, '38, and Merlind Reichert, '39, were both killed in a plane crash. Thomas W. Leonard, '31, was badly injured about the knee and one arm when doing a Prince of Wales front swing, falling off a horse.

Students Entertain
At Electrical Smokes
The annual fall meeting of the American branch of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers was held last night at the Delta Tau Delta house, with about 130 members present. Bridge and other social games were enjoyed and a plentiful supply of music was also enjoyed. The blackSMOKE.

Fannie Gomes Carded
Fannie Gomes, who has been playing the game of golf for the past year, has been chosen to play in the first annual match of the American Golf Association. A game with Cox College, cooker 4, was played at the Alumni course on Monday, December 10th.

LAGONI HARDWARE CO.
Everything in Hardware, Tools, Electrical Supplies, Paints and Colors
1632 South Ashland Avenue
Chicago, Illinois

FOR YOUR FORMAL'S
This Hart Schaffner & Marx Tuxedo
$33

Produced by Hart Schaffner & Marx from the best resources, volume production, largest buying power — it has the smartest style, finest quality you’ve ever seen in a tuxedo at $33.

Other Hart Schaffner & Marx University styles in Suits and Overcoats, $33 to $75
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Center of Clark and Washington
State Street just north of Adams
69th Street and Maryland
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